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Buy & Try Hollow Form Tassel Tutorial
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SUPPLIES NEEDED:
Crystal Clay
Paper Bead Hollow Form
2.5” Ball Chain
2.5” Faceted Bead Chain
2.5” Rhinestone Chain 14pp
2.5” Rhinestone Chain 24pp
3 Jumpring Grande Rope
24” Deerskin Lace 3 or 5mm

TOOLS NEEDED: 
Flush Cutters
Pair needle nose pliers or tweezers
Wet wipes
Toothpicks or headpins
Gloves
A small wooden skewer
Glue

Buy & Try Hollow Form Tassel Tutorial
Designer: Becky Nunn
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PART 1:  MAKING THE HOLLOW BEAD FORM

STEP 1: 
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for the handling and mixing of the Crystal Clay. 
While wearing gloves, pinch off two equal pea sized balls of Part A and Part B and 
blend together fully until the clay is no longer marbled and uniform in color. You have 
approximately 90-120 minutes of working time before the clay starts to harden, so 
take your time. Once the clay is thoroughly mixed, remove your gloves to make is 
easier to work with the clay.

STEP 2: (Images 2-4)
Roll the thoroughly mixed epoxy clay between your palms until it forms a smooth 
round ball.  Press the ball of Crystal Clay into a round flat patty and wrap the clay 
around the Paper Bead Hollow Form.  I like to put my Paper Bead Hollow Form onto 
a small wooden skewer when doing this part to free up both hands.  If you have a tear 
in the clay or if you don’t have enough clay, mix up a wee bit more and add to your 
existing clay. You can lightly wet your fingers with water to make the clay smooth and 
even.
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STEP 3: (Images 5-6)
Once the Crystal Clay is wrapped ¾ of the way around the Paper Bead, press a 
Jumpring Grande Rope into the Crystal Clay at the opening where the small wooden 
skewer is. You will want to make sure that your jumpring is flush and there isn’t a gap 
in the opening. Clean away any excess Crystal Clay around the Jumpring Grande 
Rope with a headpin or toothpick.

STEP 4: (Image 7)
Placing the jumpring from Step 3 provides a base to start wrapping your chain.  In this 
step you will need to design how you would like your chain on your tassel hollow form 
to look.  Once you have an idea of how it will look, start to embed your chain into the 
wet Crystal Clay.  Once you wrap all the way around the bead, use your Flush Cutters 
to trim away the excess so that your ending point is right next to your starting point.  
Take your time and go slow.  The attention to detail will really show in the finished 
product.  

STEP 5: (Images 8-9)
After wrapping several rows of chain, embed your second Jumpring Grande Rope 
into the top of the hollow bead form.  This will give you an idea of your stopping point.  
With your last wrap of chain, select a chain that will fit in the remaining space. 

STEP 6: (Images 10-11)
Use a toothpick, bbq skewer or headpin to clear away any Crystal Clay around the 
top and bottom of the hollow bead.  Be really gentle during this stage because it is 
really easy for the bead to get all wonky.  Don’t press too hard on the hollow bead 
form and take your time removing the Crystal Clay.

STEP 7: (Image 12)
Using a wet-wipe, clean up any Crystal Clay that might have gotten on the Jumpring 
Grande Ropes or the chain. The epoxy clay hardens like cement, so cleaning it up 
now and being tidy as you go makes the process easier and the results so much 
nicer.  Allow the epoxy clay to dry for several hours or until hard to the touch.

STEP 8: (Image 13-14)
Once the Hollow Bead Form is hard to the touch, apply a couple drops of water onto 
the paper bead in the center.  Use needle nose pliers or tweezers to pull the wet 
paper out of the center of the Hollow Bead Form.  Keep removing until all of the paper 
is removed (well, some bits will still be in there and that is fine).

PART 2:  MAKING THE TASSEL

STEP 9: (Images 15-16)
Cut the Deerskin Lace Leather 5mm Chocolate into 4 separate 6” lengths. 

STEP 10:  (Image 17)
To make it easy to thread the tassel through the hollow bead form, fold the Deerskin 
Lace at the center and thread through a scrap of Deerskin Lace.  This will make it 
easier to pull the tassel through the hollow bead form.  If the tassel is not snug and 
tight within your hollow form, pull the Deerskin Lace out and add another 6” length, 
giving your tassel more body.

STEP 11: (Image 18)
Remove the scrap of Deerskin Lace and thread on a Grande Rope Jumpring using 
two pairs of needle nose pliers.
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STEP 12: (Image 19-20)
To keep the hollow bead form from sliding up or down on the Deerskin Lace tassel, 
insert some glue under the bottom rim of the hollow bead form to prevent it from 
sliding.  If you have any excess glue on the hollow bead form or the leather, use a 
wet-wipe to clean.

STEP 10: (Image 21)
Trim the bottom of the Deerskin Lace on the tassel if desired.

STEP 11: (Image 22)
Once you get good at this, you can try making the Hollow Bead Form without the 
Jumpring Grande Rope at the top and bottom.  This will allow you a lot of variation on 
how you wrap the chain.  For ease when starting, I recommend using the jumprings to 
provide a base. 
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• Take a moment to cruise through our blog! --> www.nunndesign.com/blog
• Follow Nunn Design on Pinterest! --> www.pinterest.com/nunndesign
• Please Like us on Facebook.  --> www.facebook.com/nunndesign


